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Clause structure, Inflection and the `Operator' Function 
 
(A) The problem: descriptive studies of English have identified a number of 
syntactic contexts - corresponding to marked clause structures - which appear 
to require the presence of a verb taken from a restricted list: this list 
comprises the aspectual auxiliaries (have/be), the passive auxiliary (be) the 
modal auxiliaries (can, may, shall etc), the verb do (but only in a special use), 
and the verbs have and be in certain uses where they are main verbs and not 
auxiliaries (i.e. when they are the sole verb in a non-elliptical structure - see 
below). All the other verbs of the language (for convenience we will refer to 
these as `lexical verbs') are excluded from these contexts. It is therefore a 
descriptive fact that English divides its verbal lexicon into two subcategories: 
those required in the contexts in question and those not. Other languages - 
and Italian in particular - fail to display a similar subdivision of their verbal 
lexicon. We will begin by examining the contexts where these verbs are 
required.  
(i) Negation of a finite verb: in English finite clauses a lexical verb cannot be 
negated directly. In English the negation occupies a position directly following 
the finite verb (in other words the first element of the string of verbs, which is 
also the one that displays Tense - [+/-PAST] - and Agreement features): 
 (1a) Tom had not seen the film 
Of the two verbal elements in (1a), only the first (had) is finite, i.e. only this 
verb displays a choice of Tense, selecting [+ PAST]; the other verbal element 
is a non-finite form (the participle of the verb see)1. The negation, then, 
occupies the position immediately following the finite verb, but this is not 
possible if the finite verb is not one of the restricted subgroup mentioned 
earlier. Thus the following is ungrammatical: 
 (1b) *Tom saw not the film 
In (1b) the finite verb is an ordinary lexical verb, not one of the special 
subgroup. Notice that the following structure is not a counter-example to the 
generalisation we have just established: 
 (1c) Tom decided not to see the film 
Crucially (1c) contains two lexical verbs (decide and see): since each lexical 
verb must be assumed to head a separate VP, it follows that we have two 
VPs and consequently two separate clauses. Thus (1c) needs to be analysed 
as follows: 
 (1c') [S1 [NP1 Tom] [VP1 decided [S2 [NP2  ] not to [VP2 see the film]]]] 
We see from this representation that the string not to see the film is a clausal 
constituent - S2 - embedded within the VP of the higher clause S1. The 
negation is quite clearly represented as a constituent of the lower clause (S2). 
The finite verb (in VP1) is not, therefore, negated. This analysis corresponds 
to our intuitive understanding of the sentence: (1c) means that Tom made a 
decision not to see the film, not that he failed to make a decision.  
The examples which follow show that in other languages no problem arises 
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 That this verb is non-finite is evident from the fact that it is impossible to build an 
independent clause around it. Thus there is no possibility of having *Tom seen the 
film.  
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when a finite lexical verb is negated:  
 (2a) Jean ne lit pas ce journal 
  John-Neg-read 3rd/indic/pres-Neg particle-this newspaper 
 (2b) Gianni non legge quel giornale 
 (2c) o Yiannis then thiavazi afti tin efimeritha 
  det-Gianni-Neg-read 3rd/indic/pres-this newspaper 
The three languages exemplified contrast with English as to the position 
occupied by the negation (in French the negation consists of two elements, 
one of which precedes the finite verb while the other follows it; in Italian the 
negation precedes the finite verb, as it also does in Greek); what they all have 
in common is the fact that, in contrast to what happens in English, a finite 
lexical verb may be directly negated. In English finite clauses, the verb 
preceding the negation (i.e. the verb that is negated) must be one chosen 
from the restricted subgroup. If no such verb is required for independent 
reasons (i.e. to express a choice of Aspect or Modality), then an empty 
support verb (do) must be introduced into the position to the immediate left of 
the negation (the finite verb position). Thus the ungrammatical (1b) becomes 
grammatical through the introduction of `do-support': 
 (1d)  Tom did not see the film 
Since do is now the first verbal element, it carries the finite (Tense and 
Agreement) inflection; as second verbal element, see is non-finite. Clearly, 
verbs belonging to the restricted subgroup (auxiliaries, modals etc) do not 
require do support, and indeed it is actually ungrammatical with these verbs: 
 (3a) *Tom doesn't must see the film 
 (3b) *Tom doesn't have seen the film 
 (3c) *Tom doesn't be older than his brother 
(ii) Inversion structures: English has a marked clausal structure known 
loosely as `inversion': this involves the Subject NP and the finite verb: 
 (4a) Tom has seen the film 
 (4b) Has Tom seen the film 
Thus in the unmarked structure (4a) the order of elements is Subject NP 
followed by the finite verb (has); in the marked structure (4b) the finite verb 
precedes the Subject NP. Once again, only verbs chosen from the restricted 
subgroup may be found in this position on the left of the Subject. If the finite 
verb is not one of these (but rather an ordinary lexical verb), then the result is 
ungrammatical: 
 (5a) Tom saw the film 
 (5b) *Saw Tom the film 
Thus in (5b) the presence of a finite lexical verb (saw) in the pre-subject 
position leads to ungrammaticality. Once again grammaticality can be 
restored by the introduction of do-support: 
 (5c) Did Tom see the film 
The verb do is now the finite verb and therefore carries the Tense inflection, 
leaving see as a non-finite form. Once again, in structures where a verb from 
the restricted subgroup is present, do-support is not allowed: 
 (4b') *Does Tom have seen the film 
 (4c) *Does Tom can see the film 
This inversion structure is found in English principally in interrogative clauses; 
it also occurs in certain types of conditional clause: 
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 (6a) If Tom had arrived earlier, we would certainly have come 
 (6b) Had Tom arrived earlier, we would certainly have come 
As regards other languages, once again we fail to find the same restriction as 
in English:  
 (7a) Jean, lit-il ce journal? 
  John, read 3rd/sing/indic-he-this newspaper 
Significantly, in French (where the interrogative structure involves a 
pronominal subject, the lexical subject being dislocated) there is no restriction 
on lexical verbs being involved in `inversion'. Naturally, if an auxiliary verb is 
present it is this that carries the finite features and is involved in inversion: 
 (7b) Jean, a-t-il lu ce journal? 
In Italian there is no inversion structure that is directly comparable with what 
we find in English and French; indeed, certain structures resembling what is 
perfectly normal in these languages are ungrammatical. Compare the 
following: 
 (8a) *Cosa ha Gianni fatto? 
 (8b) Cosa ha fatto Gianni? 
 (8c) *Ha Gianni finito? 
 (8d) Ha finito Gianni? 
Descriptively speaking, Italian cannot be said to display `inversion' of the 
subject and the finite verb.  
(iii) Emphatic positive polarity. In English it is possible to realise a marked 
structure whose function is to emphasise positive polarity. It consists in 
moving the main intonational nucleus (`nucleo intonativo della frase') from its 
unmarked position on the last constituent of VP to the finite verb. Thus instead 
of (9a), we obtain (9b) (the capitals are meant to represent the location of the 
intonation nucleus): 
 (9a) Tom has seen the FILM 
 (9b) Tom HAS seen the film 
Structures like (9b) are standardly used in order to correct a negative 
assertion or implication, as illustrated in the following dialogue: 
 (10a) Speaker A:  You haven't been very patient with Jane. 
       Speaker B:  We HAVE been patient with her. It's just that she always 
makes the same mistakes 
Often this shifted intonation nucleus is accompanied by fall-rise intonation, 
suggesting that there is more to be said: 
 (10b) Speaker A: Haven't you been to Paris? 
 
       Speaker B: Well I HAVE been there, but it was only for one night and 
I didn't really see anything 
The emphatic positive polarity structure is subject to the same restriction as 
the other marked structures (negative and interrogative) discussed above: the 
finite verb which carries the intonation nucleus must be chosen from the 
restricted subgroup. If it is not one of these verbs, then the result is not an 
emphatic realisation of positive polarity. Compare the following: 
 (11a) Tom DID ring the bell 
 (11b) Tom RANG the bell 
In sentence (11a), where the intonation nucleus is realised on the support 
verb do (in the absence of any other verb from the restricted subgroup), the 
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reading is one of emphatic positive polarity. In other words this sentence may 
be uttered in any context where it has been (wrongly) suggested that Tom did 
not ring the bell. (11b) is somewhat different: the most salient interpretation of 
it is that Tom rang the bell but that there was something strange about his 
ringing of it (perhaps he rang it rather tentatively because he did not actually 
want anyone to come to the door). Normally this reading would be 
accompanied by fall-rise intonation; the important point is that it places the 
emphasis not on the straightforward question of polarity (Did Tom ring the 
bell, yes or no?) but on some artefact of the lexical meaning of the verb ring. 
Where emphasis on polarity is required, then, (11a) is preferred. We will say 
then that (11a) represents the emphatic positive polarity structure; once again 
we notice that lexical verbs are excluded - indeed, in place of the lexical verb 
we have obligatory do-support. As we would expect, if one of the restricted 
group of verbs is present, do-support produces an ungrammatical structure: 
 (9b') *Tom DID have seen the film 
 (9c) *Tom DOES can swim well 
In other languages, for instance Italian, emphatic positive polarity seems to be 
realised by intonation shift onto an auxiliary verb or through some other 
device: 
 (12a) No, Gianni PUÒ venire domani 
 (12b) Gianni, sì che legge quel giornale 
(iv) Postverbal ellipsis. In English it is possible to employ elliptical structures 
in which all material following the finite verb is omitted (usually in order to 
avoid pointless repetition. Thus one may have the following: 
 (13a) Speaker A: Tom has sent in his application, I understand 
  Speaker B: He has [       ] 
Clearly, Speaker B's utterance is an elliptical sentence: what we understand is 
that B wishes to confirm that Tom has sent in his application. This meaning is 
conveyed by a sentence which contains only the subject NP and the first 
verbal element (the finite verb). As in the other structures examined here, this 
ellipsis structure is subject to an important restriction: the finite verb which is 
retained must be chosen from the restricted subgroup. If it is not one of these 
verbs, the result is an ungrammatical sentence: 
 (13b) Speaker A: Tom sent in his application, I understand 
  Speaker B: *He sent [       ] 
Thus in (13b) Speaker B's reply is an elliptical sentence in which the finite 
verb is an ordinary lexical verb, not one of the restricted subgroup of 
auxiliaries, modals etc. It is worth noting apropos of (13b) that its 
ungrammaticality cannot be explained simply by pointing to the fact that the 
send is a verb that requires an obligatory complement, and that in Speaker 
B's sentence this requirement is not met. Indeed, even in cases where the 
lexical verb has no obligatory complement requirement, we still do not obtain 
the same effect as in (13a): 
 (13c) Speaker A: Tom left in a bad mood, I understand 
  Speaker B: !He left [       ] 
Thus in (13c) Speaker B's reply is undoubtedly grammatical; it is simply that it 
cannot be understood as an elliptical version of He left in a bad mood. In this 
respect it contrasts with the corresponding structure of (13a). Both the 
ungrammatical structure in (13b) and the grammatical but semantically 
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inappropriate one in (13c) can be rendered fully acceptable if the finite 
features of Tense are transferred to the support verb do. We thus obtain: 
 (13b') Speaker A: Tom sent in his application, I understand 
  Speaker B: He did [       ]  
 (13c') Speaker A: Tom left in a bad mood, I understand 
  Speaker B: He did [       ] 
Speaker B's replies in both cases can now be understood as elliptical 
sentences which are lacking part of their content - send in his application and 
leave in a bad mood respectively. Once again if the notional sentence which 
is to be subjected to ellipsis contains one of the verbs of the restricted 
subgroup, then do-support produces an inappropriate result: 
 (14a)  Speaker A: Tom should send in his application, I understand 
  Speaker B: !He does [       ] 
In other languages, we find that postverbal ellipsis structures of the kind we 
have just examined in English are less common. Italian allows ellipsis after 
certain modal verbs: 
 (15a)  Speaker A: Gianni può fare domanda già da adesso, credo 
  Speaker B: Si, può [       ] 
 But it is excluded with aspectual auxiliares: 
 (15b)  Speaker A: Gianni ha fatto domanda, credo 
  Speaker B: *Si, ha [       ] 
As in English, if the finite verb is a lexical verb (and no auxiliary verb is 
present), postverbal ellipsis is not possible: 
 (15c)  Speaker A: Gianni lavora per l'IBM, credo 
  Speaker B: *Si, lavora [       ] 
Exactly as in (13c), Speaker B's reply cannot be interpreted as if it were an 
elliptical version of `lavora per l'IBM'. Unlike English, Italian has no 
equivalent of do-support that can restore grammaticality to structures such as 
the one asterisked in (15c).   
We have thus identified four apparently different syntactic contexts which 
have two things in common: (i) all four involve a verb carrying the features of 
finiteness (essentially Tense selection in English); (ii) in all four cases the 
finite verb has to be from the restricted subgroup composed of aspectual 
auxiliaries, modal auxiliaries etc. Furthermore, in each of the four cases the 
finite verb in question is involved in the creation of a marked syntactic 
structure associated with a specific - and by no means dissimilar2 - function. 
Taken together, all these facts suggest very strongly that the four apparently 
different cases should be given a common analysis. In Greenbaum & Quirk 
(1990) this is recognised in the choice of a common term to cover the four 
cases, all of which are said to be instantiations of the `Operator Function'.  
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 As we will argue later, the functions in question are actually quite closely 
related: they all have to do with polarity, in the sense that each of the four marked 
structures presupposes the main lexical content of the clause and focuses the 
attention on the polarity (Is it the case or is it not the case?). This is true not only of 
(iii) but also of the interrogative structure, the negative structure and the postverbal 
ellipsis structure (where the main lexical content of the clause is actually ellipted, 
presumably because it is presupposed).  
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Another interesting fact that has emerged from our examination of the four 
syntactic environments is that other languages cannot be said to display such 
a clear distinction between verbs that are allowed to participate in 
interrogative structures (where these exist as distinct from the normal 
declarative clause) or in negative structures and the rest of the verbal lexicon: 
in the other languages examined normal lexical verbs are involved in at least 
some of the structures in question. For instance, in French lexical verbs can 
be involved in the formation of interrogative structures and in French, Italian 
and Greek lexical verbs can be directly negated. 
 
(B) Restatement of the problem. In the preceding section we introduced the 
idea that the verbal lexicon of English divides into two subgroups, one of 
which contains a restricted number of verbs (largely but not exclusively what 
are traditionally referred to as `auxiliaries'), and the other of which contains all 
the other verbs of the language (we introduced the term `lexical verbs' for this 
group). We saw that the basis for this division of the verbal lexicon was first 
and foremost syntactic: verbs from the restricted group could occur in 
syntactic environments (`slots', in the simplest terms) where the others - the 
normal lexical verbs - could not occur. Indeed, so strong is the ban on lexical 
verbs in these syntactic environments that, for cases where none of the other 
verbs from the restricted group is required for semantic reasons (i.e. in cases 
where their is no positive aspectual or modal choice to express), English 
resorts to an empty substitute verb - a sort of verbal equivalent of the 
expletive pronoun it found in clauses such as It is raining - in order simply to 
provide a carrier for the finiteness features (Tense and Agreement). 
Languages like French and Italian have no element of this type, and indeed in 
French we find that a number of syntactic environments that are directly 
comparable to the ones we examined in English are accessible to ordinary 
lexical verbs. Thus in French any finite verb - whether an auxiliary or a lexical 
verb - can be negated (Jean ne lit pas ce journal/Jean n'a pas lu ce journal) 
and any finite verb can participate in the inversion associated with 
interrogative structure (Jean, lit-il ce journal?/Jean, a-t-il lu ce journal?). Thus 
as regards French we can say that these syntactic environments simply 
require a finite verb (or, to use a term from the English tradition, any verb can 
be an `operator'); in English, as we have seen, an extra condition has to be 
met: the finite verb has to be one from the restricted group. Turning the 
argument on its head, and looking at the situation from the point of view of the 
lexical verb (as it were), we might say that in English a lexical verb can 
assume the features of finiteness - i.e. can be the finite verb - only in cases 
where none of the marked structures examined in Section A has been 
selected. It is rather as if in English the realisation of the features of finiteness 
on the lexical verb were the default case, whereas in French (and in the other 
languages examined) it is the norm. Restated in these terms, our descriptive 
generalisation about English verbs appears in fact to be a generalisation 
about finiteness: in English finite features are more normally realised on 
auxiliary verbs than on lexical verbs. Indeed, the question that spontaneously 
arises is why English has not gone a stage further and separated finiteness 
features from lexical verbs in all cases. In other words, one might ask why 
English, which has a semantically empty auxiliary (do) that expresses neither 
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aspect nor modality, does not make us of this in all cases, so as to divorce 
finiteness from lexical verbs altogether. What this would mean is that, even in 
cases where no marked structure such as interrogative or negative or 
postverbal ellipsis is selected, English would use an auxiliary as a carrier for 
finiteness (Tense and Agreement) features and would leave the lexical verb in 
non-finite form. Thus in this (hypothetical) version of the language, (positive 
declarative) clauses like Tom reads that newspaper would not exist; instead of 
this structure (which maps finiteness onto the lexical verb) one would say Tom 
does read that newspaper (where finite features are realised on the 
semantically empty auxiliary verb)3. Interestingly, a situation very similar to 
this existed at the time of Shakespeare: at this stage in the development of 
the language it was possible to say things like Thus conscience does make 
cowards of us all (Hamlet - quoted in Roberts (1993) Verbs and Diachronic 
Syntax). In the English of Shakespeare's time this meant simply "thus 
conscience makes cowards of us all". 
To sum up what we have said so far about the realisation of finiteness, we 
can represent the situation schematically as follows (we include the case of 
the imaginary version of English): 
 (1) (a) Finite features can be realised on the lexical verb in all contexts 
-Italian, French etc. 
  (b)  Finite features are only realised on the lexical verb in the 
unmarked case; in all other cases an auxiliary is required - 
English 
  (c) Finite features never realised on the lexical verb; an auxiliary 
necessary even in unmarked (positive declarative) structures - 
imaginary English 
If it is true, as we have argued, that English tends to associate the features of 
finiteness with auxiliary verbs, we obviously need to ask why a solution of this 
type should be adopted, what it is about auxiliary verbs (or, more precisely, 
the verbs in the subgroup identified in Section A) that makes them suited to 
acting as carriers for features of finiteness, more suited in the case of English 
than lexical verbs. This is too complex a problem for us to deal with at this 
stage in the exposition; we will therefore limit ourselves to the following 
observation: finiteness features - Tense and Agreement (Person and Nunber) 
are realisations of functional categories; auxiliary verbs, which generally 
represent choices of Aspect or Modality, are also functional in character. On a 
semantic level they represent choices that have to do not with the ideation of 
a given type of situation rather than another (i.e. auxiliaries such as have do 
not contribute directly to the description of the event or situation depicted in 
the clause) but rather with questions that are in some way external to 
identification of the type of event: the question of how the action is viewed in 
time (Is it in progress at utterance time or completed?), of the quantification of 
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 The idea is that in the hypothetical version of English that we are contemplating 
John does read that newspaper would be the unmarked form, not a realisation of a 
marked choice (emphatic positive polarity), as it is in the English of today. In other 
words, in the imaginary version of the language, the sentence with do would have 
exactly the same meaning as John reads that newspaper in the language of today. 
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occurrences (Are we talking of one occurrence of the event or of an unlimited 
number of occurrences?), and of the factual status of the proposition 
contained in the sentence (Is it asserted as a fact or only as a supposition?). 
These are the types of semantic content associated with auxiliary verbs; it will 
be plain that they are essentially functional in character. In other words, they 
are quite unlike the specific lexical choices we make when we choose the 
verb drink instead of the verb eat for example. >From this point of view the 
choice of associating the functional features of finiteness with the functional 
subgroup of verbs composed essentially of auxiliaries seems a reasonable 
one. Of course, even in languages such as Italian and French, if an auxiliary 
is present in the structure (because it is required in order to express aspectual 
or modal meaning), then it is this that assumes the features of finiteness; in 
other words, even in these languages, where the relationship between 
finiteness features and lexical verbs is less `strained' than it is in English, 
auxiliary verbs appear to have a prior claim on these features.  
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(C) Finite verbal inflection and the position of lexical verbs. In the two 
preceding sections we concentrated our attention on a number of marked 
syntactic environments which involve a finite verb. What we discovered was 
that English contrasts with other languages (insofar as these allow the same 
or comparable syntactic environments) in that it requires the finite verb to be 
one of the restricted subclass that we identified at the beginning of this 
exposition. The other languages allow any finite verb to appear in these 
marked structures. As regards unmarked structures - in other words positive 
declarative clauses - English and the other languages examined did not 
appear to differ: in all cases the finite features were simply realised on an 
auxiliary verb (if present for independent reasons) or else directly on the 
lexical verb. Thus we have assumed that the following structures are all 
essentially the same: 
 (1a) Tom reads that newspaper 
 (1b) Gianni legge quel giornale 
 (1c) Jean lit ce journal 
 (1d) o Yiannis thiavazi afti tin efimeritha 
In each case it is clear that the features of finiteness are realised directly on 
the lexical verb; the difference between English and the other languages thus 
appears to concern only the marked structures (negation, inversion, 
postverbal ellipsis etc).  
Before accepting the conclusion that we have just adumbrated, we will 
examine a further set of data. These essentially involve the same structures 
as before, except that a frequency adverb (always/toujours/sempre) is 
introduced. We see from the following examples that the position occupied by 
these adverbs is immediately after the finite verb: 
 (2a) Tom has always read that newspaper 
 (2b) Jean a toujours lu ce journal 
 (2d) Gianni ha sempre letto quel giornale 
Thus in (2) the AP containing the frequency adverb occupies a position 
directly following the lexical verb, which in these cases is an aspectual 
auxiliary. If no auxiliary is present in the clause, then we find that - in French 
and Italian -the position occupied by the frequency adverb is unchanged: it 
once again occurs directly after the finite verb: 
 (2b') Jean lit toujours ce journal 
 (2c') Gianni legge sempre quel giornale 
In these latest examples it is the lexical verb that carries the finite features; it 
occupies the same position - in relation to the adverb - as was occupied by 
the finite verb (an auxiliary) in the original examples (2b) and (2c). It seems 
reasonable to conclude, then, that the finite features are attached to a 
particular position in the syntax and that this is the position immediately to the 
left of the frequency adverb. We can represent this as follows: 
 (2e) [NP  ] [+ inflection] [AP-frequency] ........etc. 
Obviously the position that we have marked [+ inflection] is a position that can 
only be occupied by verbs (since the inflectional features located there are of 
a type that only relate to verbs). Our analysis capitalises on the fact that in the 
examples considered the verb bearing finite features is always on the left of 
the adverb, whether it is an auxiliary or a lexical verb. It is perhaps worth 
underlining one of the implications of what we have just seen: it is that the 
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lexical verb in the sentences (2) above is to be found in two different 
positions: the position before the frequency adverb when it is finite, and the 
position following the frequency adverb when it is non-finite. 
The problem that arises with (2e) is that as regards English it reflects only 
those structures in which an auxiliary verb is present (as in (2a) above). In 
English clause where no auxiliary verb is present, we find that the finite verb 
occupies a different position: 
 (2a') Tom always reads that newspaper 
 (2b') *Tom reads always that newspaper 
Indeed, it is clear from (2a') that the finite verb is on the right of the frequency 
adverb, not on the left as it is in equivalent structures in French and Italian. 
Indeed, as (2b') shows, clauses with the opposite order are ungrammatical. 
Thus English apparently presents two structures (depending on whether an 
auxiliary verb is present): 
 (3a) [NP  ] [+ inflection] [AP-frequency] ........etc. 
 (3b) [NP  ] [AP-frequency] [+ inflection]........etc. 
Thus the first of these reflects cases where an auxiliary verb is present; the 
second reflects cases where no auxiliary is present. The situation revealed by 
the structural analyses in (3) is strange in two ways: first of all, because it 
constitutes a difference between English and other languages (where the 
finite verb is always in the same position). There is no immediately obvious 
explanation for this difference. The second reason why the situation in English 
is strange is perhaps less immediately obvious: our initial analysis of finite 
structures (both with and without auxiliaries) in Italian and French, and our 
initial analysis of finite structures with an auxiliaries in English suggest, as we 
have seen (cf. (3a)), that the position in the syntactic structure where 
finiteness features are located is on the left of the frequency adverb; as a 
corollary of this, it follows that the position on the right of the frequency adverb 
is a non-finite position (in other words, a position where - ex hypothesi - no 
finiteness features are available). Yet, structure (2a') clearly shows that in 
English a lexical verb can at one and the same time occupy this position and 
display finiteness features. This is entirely unexpected.  
In the light of what we have just uncovered about English, the speculative 
question that we raised in the previous section about why English has not 
carried the separation between lexical verbs and finite explanation to its 
logical conclusion, gains more point. It will be remembered that our question 
was as follows: since in a number of structures English requires the finite verb 
to be chosen from a restricted subclass and does not allow normal lexical 
verbs to assume the finiteness features, and since it already has a 
semantically empty auxiliary verb (do) which can be used as a prop for 
finiteness features when these cannot be realised on the lexical verb, why has 
the language not generalised the divorce between finiteness and lexical verbs 
so as to have - as its unmarked positive declarative - Tom does read that 
newspaper, instead of  Tom reads that newspaper? The analysis in (3), which 
reveals that lexical verbs are not in the `correct' position to assume finiteness 
features, provides a very strong reason for repeating this question: the 
generalisation of do-support to the unmarked positive declarative clause 
would have allowed this inconsistency about the location of finiteness features 
to be eliminated; there would have been one position - and one position only - 
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in which finiteness features were located. This would have been in line with 
the situation in other languages.  
The fact remains that English has not made this choice; for the moment we 
will not take up the question of why it has preferred to retain only structures 
such as (2a'). Any attempt at providing an answer to this is extremely 
complicated and must be postponed until various other aspects of the 
morphosyntax of verbs have been examined.  
We will close this section by noting two interesting facts. First of all, in at least 
one case English allows a non-auxiliary verb to occupy the position on the left 
of the frequency adverb. The case in point involves the verb be used not as 
auxiliary of the passive or the progressive but as the only verb of the clause 
(and therefore by definition as a lexical verb):  
 (4a) After her ping-pong game, Jane is always tired 
 (4b) *After her ping-pong game, Jane always is tired 
What we observe in (4), then, is that main verb be occupies the finite position 
which otherwise in English is accessible only to auxiliaries (and marginally to 
main verb have in certain of its uses: Tom has still to contact us).  
The second fact which we wish to draw attention to concerns the relation 
between the position on the left of frequency adverbs and the features of 
finiteness. So far we have observed that - with the exception of the English 
unmarked positive declarative clause - the finite verb always occupies this 
position. An interesting confermation of the association between this position 
and the finiteness features comes from French. As we saw above, a finite 
lexical verb occupies the position on the left of frequency adverbs; we also 
saw that it can be negated directly (unlike its English equivalent): 
 (5a) Jean lit toujours ce journal 
 (5b) Jean ne lit pas ce journal 
There is an obvious parallelism between these two structures, which suggests 
that not just the frequency adverb toujours but also the negative element pas 
can be thought as occupying a position immediately following the one 
associated with finiteness features. In other words: 
(3a') [NP  ] [+ inflection] [AP-frequency] ........etc. 
  [NP  ] [+ inflection] [Negation- pas] ........etc. 
In other words, both should be regarded as demarcating the boundary of the 
[+ finite inflection] position. It is interesting, then, to note that in infinitival 
structures in French, lexical verbs do not appear on the left of the negative 
element pas: 
 (6a) Ne pas lire ce journal, c'est fou! 
 (6b) *Ne lire pas ce journal, c'est fou! 
We see clearly from (6) that with an infinitival verb (lire instead of lit) the 
finiteness position is vacant; we can represent this as follows: 
 (6a') Ne [+inflection   ] pas lire ce journal, ....... etc. 
What the examples in (6) suggest, then, is that (in French at any rate) the 
position we have labelled [+ inflection] and which we have referred to 
informally as the `finiteness position' is just that: in other words, that it is a 
position which (lexical) verbs occupy when they are associated with the 
features in question. When they are infinitival, they simply do not occupy that 
position. As we will see in the next section, this is tantamount to admitting that 
finite (lexical) verbs move (from one position which they occupy when they are 
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non-finite to another which they occupy when they are finite). 
To sum up, in this section we have tried to show: (i) there exist (at least) two 
different positions that can be occupied by verbs (these positions are defined 
in relation to frequency adverbs); (ii) that the first of these two positions (the 
one on the left of the frequency adverb) is the locus of finiteness features and 
that finite verbs must therefore occupy this position; (iii) that English contrasts 
with majority of languages in that, even when they carry a finite verbal 
inflection, its lexical verbs do not generally occur in this position. 
 
(D) Clause structure and Inflection (INFL). In this section we will consider the 
conclusions reached in the previous section - to the effect that there is more 
than one position for verbs in the syntax of even simple positive declarative 
clauses - and investigate the implications of this for the structure of clause. As 
is well known, standard accounts of clause structure recognise two immediate 
constituents: S = NP + VP. 
 (1a)   S 
 
   NP         VP 
This representation shows the clause as consisting of one nominal projection 
(NP) and one verbal projection (VP). Now what has emerged from our 
analysis above is that in languages like French and Italian the lexical verb can 
be found in two different positions (before and after the frequency adverb). 
We can represent this as follows: 
(1b) [NP  ] [+ inflection] [AP-frequency] [- inflection] etc. 
In (1b) the two positions available for verbs are clearly shown, the first marked 
[+ inflection] and the second [- inflection]. It is not at all clear how this sort of 
analysis is to be reconciled with the standard representation in (1a). There are 
basically two possibilities: either both positions are to be thought of as being 
inside VP, or, alternatively, we must reject representation (1a) altogether and 
replace it with a more complicated one which has two verbal projections, one 
corresponding to [+ inflection] and the other to [- inflection]. We will now 
attempt to decide which of these two solutions is correct. 
In order to solve this problem, we will compare the following sentences, which 
differ only in respect of the chosen adverb: 
 (2a) Tom always rewrites his CV for each new job application 
 (2b) Tom completely rewrites his CV for each new job application 
In these examples the two adverbs (always and completely) appear to occupy 
the same position: directly after the subject and before the finite verb. Now 
compare the sentences in (2) with the following: 
(3a) Tom has always rewritten his CV for each new job application 
 (3b) Tom has completely rewritten his CV for each new job application 
In this case the adverbs once again appear in the same position: this time it is 
between the finite verb (an auxiliary in this case) and the non-finite lexical 
verb. Thus it would appear that the two adverbs have exactly the same 
syntactic behaviour (even though they clearly belong to different semantic 
classes, as can be seen from the impossibility of coordinating them: *Tom 
always and completely rewrote his CV before every new job application). 
However, if we introduce further auxiliary verbs, we find that there is a 
difference: 
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 (4a) Tom has always been rewriting his CV before each new job application 
 (4b) Tom has been completely rewriting his CV before each new job 
application 
If we look at the positions occupied by the APs in (4a) and (4b), we see that 
they are not the same: in (4a) the frequency adverb comes before the finite 
verb (has) and the non-finite auxiliary (been); in (4b) the adverb completely 
occupies the position between the non-finite auxiliary and the lexical verb 
(rewrite). In the examples that follow we see that any attempt to reverse the 
positions of the two adverbs results in ungrammaticality: 
 (4a') *Tom has been always rewriting his CV before each new job 
application 
 (4b') *Tom has completely been rewriting his CV before each new job 
application 
What is revealed by examples (4) and (4') is that the two adverbs do not in 
fact occupy the same position: indeed, one of them, completely, seems to be 
closely attached to the lexical verb (in the sense that, as suggested by (4b'), it 
cannot occur in a position that is not adjacent to this verb); the other, always, 
seems to show a similar attachment but to the finite verb (as is shown by 
(4a'), it cannot be moved to a position where it is not adjacent to this verb). 
We will capitalise on these different `attachments' by saying that completely is 
a `VP adverb' and that always is not (we will not for the moment give a more 
precise structural name to this class of adverb). In other words, completely is 
an adverb that occurs within the predicate (VP, the projection of the lexical 
verb); always occurs somewhere in the structure outside the predicate4. 
This conclusion throws some light on the problem that we raised earlier in this 
section: if, as would appear to be suggested by sentences such as (3) above, 
there are in fact two different positions that can be occupied by verbs, one [+ 
finite] and the other [- finite], how can this be reconciled with a representation 
of the clause in terms of the immediate constituents NP + VP? As we 
remarked above, a representation of this kind offers only one obvious position 
for verbs: the head position of the second immediate constituent, VP. The 
solution to this problem suggested by our examination of the syntax of 
adverbs is clear enough: if the adverbs completely and always are never in 
the same position, and if completely is the leftmost constituent (Specifier) of 
VP, it follows that anything on the left of this adverb is outside VP. What this 
means is that auxiliary verbs, which are always on the left of completely, are 
                                                     
     
4
 As will be clear from the discussion, these generalisations concern the syntactic 
position occupied by the two adverbs (and any others that show the same syntactic 
behaviour). This syntactic differentiation, which is first and foremost a question of 
observable facts, is confirmed by the semantics of the two adverbs: completely can 
be thought of as modifying the sense of the lexical verb (it gives us extra information 
about the nature of the rewriting), whereas always simply indicates that we are not 
talking about a single occurrence of `rewriting his CV' but of an unspecified number 
of occurrences. It thus cannot be said to modify the lexical sense of the verb rewrite. 
It appears, then, that our syntactic distinction between VP adverbs and non-VP 
adverbs (or Predicate adverbs and non-Predicate adverbs) corresponds to a clear 
difference of semantic function.  
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never in VP. Thus we are obliged to conclude that there is more than one 
verbal projection. In other words, what we have is something like the 
following: 
 (5)  [NP Tom] [V/Infl  has] [AP frequency] [VP  rewritten his CV]  
       [+ finite]    [- finite] 
Representation (5) clearly shows two verbal projections: V/Infl, which contains 
the finite verb (in this case an auxiliary), and VP, which contains the non-finite 
(lexical) verb. Later on we will further refine this representation. For the 
moment we will consider some further implications of the characterisation of 
the two adverbs in our original examples (2) and (3). It will be recalled that in 
these cases the two adverbs appeared to be in the same position (in (2) both 
apparently occupied a position immediately preceding the finite (lexical) verb; 
in (3) both apparently occupied the same position between the finite (auxiliary) 
verb). Clearly, if the characterisation of the two adverbs that we have just 
given is valid for (4), it must be valid for the other cases as well. In other 
words, if completely is a VP adverb in (4b), it must also be a VP adverb in (2b) 
and (3b). If always is a non-VP adverb in (4a), it must also be a non-VP 
adverb in (2a) and (3a). It therefore follows that in reality the two adverbs are 
never in the same position: completely occupies the leftmost position in VP 
(the Specifier position) and always occupies a position which -on the basis of 
(3a) and (4a) - one could define as immediately following the [+ finite] verb. 
We can summarise this as follows (the representations are intended to refer 
to sentences (3a) and (3b)): 
 (6a) always: 
  [NP  ] [V/Infl   ] [AP always] [VP [AP       ].........] 
 (6b) completely: 
  [NP  ] [V/Infl   ] [AP       ] [VP [AP completely] .........] 
These representations are intended make the positions occupied by the two 
adverbs as explicit as possible: in (6b) we see that completely is shown as 
within the VP constituent. In (6a) by contrast, this VP-internal position is 
empty and the adverb present (the frequency adverb always) is clearly shown 
as occupying a different position, external to VP.  
In clauses with no auxiliary verb, such as the following (cf. (2a') in the 
preceding section): 
 (7a) Tom always reads that newspaper 
 (7b) Tom competely destroyed that newspaper  
we will simply have to say that the two adverbs are only apparently in the 
same position: the fact that there are no auxiliary verbs means that the 
difference in position remains entirely virtual. In reality we have a situation as 
follows: 
 (7a') [NP  ] [V/Infl  ] [AP always] [VP [AP       ] reads that newspaper] 
 (7b') [NP  ] [V/Infl  ] [AP       ] [VP [AP completely] destroyed that newspaper] 
In (7a') we see the real position of the adverb always (outside VP), whereas in 
(7b') the adverb completely is shown as occupying a position in VP. The 
representations in (7') thus reveal a difference that is obscured in the surface 
structure of the sentences.  
The reason why we have insisted on establishing the real position of the two 
classes of adverb will now become evident. If completely is a VP adverb, in 
the sense that it never occurs outside VP, it follows as a necessary 
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consequence that any element that occurs to the right of it is inside VP, and 
that any element that occurs to the left of it is outside VP. We thus have an 
element that can provide us with a way of determining whether a given 
(verbal) element is within VP or not. Applying this `test' to the following 
sentences, we see that in English (unmarked) positive declarative clauses the 
lexical verb has to be regarded as being in VP. 
 (8a) Tom competely reads that newspaper 
 (8b) *Tom reads completely that newspaper 
It is worth recalling that these data contrast with those regarding other 
languages, where the finite verb of a clause with no auxiliary is always on the 
left of the frequency adverb or of an adverb like completely: 
 (8c) *Gianni completamente legge quelle lettere 
 (8d) *Jean complètement lit ces lettres 
What we have seen, then, allows us to go a step further than were able to do 
on the basis of data regarding the position of the lexical verb in relation to 
frequency adverbs such as always; on that basis we had been able to 
establish that in English the finite lexical verb is not in Infl. It now becomes 
clear that it is actually in VP, i.e. in its basic position. Thus English contrasts 
with languages such as Italian and French, where, as shown by (8c) and (8d), 
the finite lexical verb cannot be regarded as being in VP.  
Attempting to summarise what we have seen so far, our conclusion would 
appear to be that English differs from the other languages examined (and 
indeed from many other languages that we have not examined) in two ways 
(or what we may think of for the moment as two ways):  
(i) it identifies a number of marked syntactic contexts (subject-finite verb 
inflection, negative declarative clauses, emphatic positive polarity, postverbal 
ellipsis) and requires that in these contexts (all of which are characterised by 
the need for a finite verb) the finiteness features be realised on a verb of the 
special subgroup, not on an ordinary lexical verb;  
(ii) it never in fact allows lexical verbs to appear in the finite inflection position 
(i.e. outside VP); only verbs from the special subgroup may appear in this 
position (in the other languages any verb may appear in the finite inflection 
position)5.  
An obvious problem arises with the syntax of finite lexical verbs in English as 
we have just described it: if it is true that lexical verbs do not leave VP, and if 
it is true that the Inflection position is outside VP, then it is not clear how the 
                                                     
     
5
 Descriptive grammars of English - such as Greenbaum & Quirk (1990) - 
normally adopt only the first of the two generalisations given above. In other words 
they recognise the existence of four (marked) contexts where finite features and the 
lexical verb cannot coincide (in English). Generally the fact that these four contexts 
are similar in that they all require one of the special subgroup of verbs is recognised 
through the use of the term `Operator' for the verb involved. As regards our second 
generalisation, this is not normally taken up by descriptive grammars: given their 
exclusive concentration on English (and consequent lack of a comparative 
perspective), such grammars fail to notice that in (unmarked) positive declarative 
clauses the finite lexical verb is in a different position from the one it occupies in 
major other European languages.  
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finite lexical verb in English acquires the features of finiteness. In other words, 
in sentences such as the following: 
 (9a) Tom always completely destroyed his personal correspondence 
the position of the lexical verb destroy in relation to the two adverbs (or rather 
APs) indicates that it is in VP and consequently not in the Inflection (`Infl') 
position. In other words, it is not in the syntactic position associated with the 
finiteness features. And yet, as is obvious from (9a), the verb does in fact 
carry these features - in this case the finite [+ Past] inflection morpheme (-
ed)6. We can represent this discrepancy between where we would expect the 
finiteness features to be realised and where they are actually realised by 
means of the the following representations: 
  (9a) [NP Tom] [V/Infl -ed (= + Past)] [AP always] [VP [AP completely] 
destroy- his personal correspondence] 
(9b) [NP Tom] [V/Infl     ] [AP always] [VP [AP completely] destroy-ed (= + 
Past) his personal correspondence] 
Thus (9a) represents our logical expectation (given facts about the realisation 
of finite inflections in other languages and in other structures in English); (9b) 
represents what we actually find (the past morpheme is clearly shown in VP, 
not in Infl).  
In order to clarify this problem still further, we will make use of the idea of 
syntactic movement (introduced briefly above, see the end of Section C). We 
will say that in languages like French and Italian the lexical verb, in order to 
acquire the features of finiteness which we assume to be located in Infl, 
moves from its basic position within the projection of which it is head, VP (the 
`landing site' for such movement is Infl). The idea of movement allows us to 
say that the lexical verb is connected with two positions at the same time: the 
position it actually appears in (Infl) and its `basic' position (VP)7. We can 
                                                     
     
6
 That this [+ Past] morpheme is correctly associated with the higher verbal 
projection (Infl and not VP) is clear from our analysis above, which showed a not 
only that in languages such as French and Italian the finite verb is always outside VP 
but also that in English the finite verb is sytematically outside VP when it is not a 
lexical verb. It is clear, then, that sentences such as (9a) - English positive 
declaratives with no auxiliary verb - constitute the exception: the position in which the 
finiteness features are realised in such cases (VP and not Infl) contrasts with what 
happens in similar (i.e. positive declarative) structures in other languages and also 
(more strikingly) with what happens in English when an auxiliary verb is present.  
     
7
 That VP is the basic position of the lexical verb is suggested by at least two 
facts: (i) it is in VP that we find the principal elements that are linked to the verb by a 
relation of lexical selection (complements). It is a standard assumption (cf. X Bar 
Theory) that Head and Complement are located within the same projection. It would 
thus be difficult to account for the relation between the verb and the element(s) in VP 
if we did not assume that the former was present in VP at some stage in the 
representation; (ii) we know that VP is the position where the lexical verb is located 
in numerous cases where it does not bear the finite inflection. The most striking 
illustration of this comes from French. Assuming that the negative element pas 
marks the rightmost boundary of Infl, we see that the lexical verb only appears in this 
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represent this by means of two structures, the first of which shows the 
situation before movement and the second of which shows the result of 
movement: 
 (10a) [NP Gianni] [V/Infl -eva (= + Past/3rd Sing)] [AP sempre] [VP [V 
distrugg- ] la sua corrispondenza personale] 
(10b) [NP Gianni] [V/Infl distrugg-eva (= + Past/3rd Sing)] [AP sempre] [VP [V           
] la sua corrispondenza personale] 
Thus, in (10a), which shows the underlying structure, we see the finite 
inflection in the Infl position and the lexical verb (in its root form) in the Head 
position of VP; in (10b) we see that the lexical verb has `moved' from VP to 
Infl, where it has acquired the finite tense/agreement inflection. In the simplest 
terms we can show this movement as follows: 
 (10c) [NP Gianni] [V/Infl [ ]-eva] [AP sempre] [VP [V distrugg- ] NP] 
     <----------------------------------- 
This transformation is referred to as `Verb movement'; it is exactly this type of 
movement that in English does not take place; rather in English, what we 
appear to have is movement of the inflectional features (these must be 
assumed to move from their basic position (Infl) to the VP): 
 (10d) [NP Tom] [V/Infl -ed (= + Past)] [AP always] [VP destroy-  NP] 
         --------------------------------------> 
Thus (10d) shows that the [+ Past] affix moves down from Infl into the 
syntactic projection of the lexical verb (VP). This movement is known as "Affix 
hopping" (or "Affix lowering").  
Having established, with the aid of representations such as those in (10), what 
happens in English (and how this differs from what happens in other 
languages), we can now illustrate a problem. During our discussion above of 
the four marked contexts (Inversion, Negation, Emphatic polarity, Postverbal 
ellipsis) we noted that in these cases English does not allow lexical verbs to 
carry features of finiteness. We noticed in passing that English had not taken 
the `divorce' between lexical verbs and finiteness to its logical conclusion; it 
had not, in other words, replaced normal unmarked positive declaratives such 
as (11a) with clauses where an auxiliary verb is obligatorily present simply as 
a carrier for the finite features (11b): 
 (11a) Tom reads that newspaper 
 (11b) *Tom does read that newspaper  (intended as an equivalent to (11a), 
not as a realisation of emphatic 
polarity) 
What (10d) reveals is that the separation between finiteness and lexical verbs 
is more pervasive than one could possibly have imagined on the basis of the 
four marked contexts discussed earlier. Indeed, what we observe is that 
English never allows the lexical verb to be unproblematically associated with 
                                                                                                                                                                     
position when it is finite. Compare the following (already discussed above): 
 (i) Ne pas lire ce journal, c'est fou!  [- finite] 
 (ii) *Ne lire pas ce journal, c'est fou! [- finite] 
 (iii) Jean ne lit pas ce journal   [+ finite] 
Thus it is only in (iii), which is a finite rather than infinitival structure, that we find the 
lexical verb in the Infl position. 
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the finiteness (understood first and foremost as the position Infl), as it 
generally is in other languages. In English the lexical verb can bear the 
features of finiteness (where these exist) but it can never actually appear in 
the finiteness position (Infl). This ban on having a lexical verb in the finite 
position (Infl) is thus seen to be operative both in the marked structures and in 
the unmarked structure. The only difference between the two cases is that in 
the latter the finiteness features are somehow allowed to be (superficially) 
associated with the lexical verb (even though it is in the `wrong' position). 
Naturally the first question that arises is why English displays such pervasive 
separation between lexical verbs and finiteness features, why it has taken this 
separation so far (so much further than in other languages). This question 
equally naturally raises another: why has English stopped short of a total 
divorce between finiteness and lexical verbs? This question gains point if one 
considers that, in order to allow the finiteness features to be realised on the 
lexical verb (in extremis as it were), English resorts to the strange process 
known as Affix hopping. This is a strange type of movement for two reasons: 
first because it involves affixes (bound morphemes) rather than full words 
(free morphemes); second, because it is movement to the right, whereas most 
other types of movement (wh-movement, NP-movement) are towards the left. 
In other words, English has pointedly not adopted the solution of Verb 
movement used in other languages; but it has nevertheless retained a system 
of associating finiteness features with the verb. We may put this rather more 
explicitly as follows: in order to avoid the `normal' solution, 
 (12a) *Tom [Infl read+s] always [VP [   ] this newspaper] 
English resorts to an ad hoc rule of Affix hopping, giving: 
 (12b)  Tom [Infl   ] always [VP [read+s] this newspaper] 
Given that (12b) involves an entirely ad hoc rule, the ban on (12a) - i.e. on 
Verb movement - must be very strong in English. And yet, this language is not 
willing to adopt either of the other two logically available solutions, either a 
structure with dummy do - as in (11b) above - or a structure in which affixation 
on lexical verbs is simply abandoned altogether: 
 (12c) *Tom [Infl does] always [VP [read] this newspaper] 
 (12d) *Tom [Infl   ] always [VP [read-0] this newspaper] 
Presumably (12d) is rejected for the simple reason that the finiteness features 
convey important information (this is obviously so in the case of the past 
morpheme, less obviously so in the case of the 3rd/Sing Present morpheme). 
As regards (12c), we probably have to imagine that this option is not taken up 
because it would involve too great a "cost". What we mean by this is that a 
language that resorted to a support verb as an across-the-board solution to 
the realisation of verbal inflection (rather than just in marked cases) would 
enter in conflict with some general principle of "economy" of linguistic 
structure. The fact that English seems to observe a principle of economy of 
this type (assuming that our explanation for the non-existence of (12c) is 
correct) only underlines the need for an explanation of what it is about the four 
marked structures that makes them contexts where Affix hopping cannot 
apply.  
We can immediately give a simple explanation of why these contexts exclude 
a lexical verb that has acquired the inflectional features through Affix hopping. 
It is sufficient to assume that each of these contexts involves the Infl position. 
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Thus, to take the most obvious example, Inversion can be analysed as 
involving movement of the finite verb in Infl to a position on the left of the 
subject NP: 
(13a) [ can ] [NP Tom] [Infl [   ]] [VP read that newspaper] 
      <------------------------ 
It follows then that a lexical verb, which may have the features of finiteness 
but may never actually be present in Infl, is excluded from participating in 
Inversion.  
Similar accounts are obviously available for Negation and Postverbal ellipsis 
structures. Thus we can say (as was already implicit in our treatment of 
negative structures in French) that the position which precedes the negative 
element is Infl; thus this position is accessible only to those verbs that can 
normally occur in this position: 
 (13b) [NP Tom] [Infl can] [not] [VP read that newspaper] 
Lexical verbs, even when finite, are not in this position and thus cannot be 
directly associated with the negation. Similarly Postverbal ellipsis can be 
analysed as ellipsis of the constituent following Infl (i.e. ellipsis of read that 
newspaper, the VP): 
 (13c) [NP Tom] [Infl can] [VP         ] 
Once again, the simple fact that lexical verbs cannot occur in Infl (even when 
finite) means that they are excluded from this structure. 
Finally, the Emphatic polarity structure may be regarded as involving shift of 
the intonation nucleus to the Infl position. It follows that only a verb that can 
occur in this position can receive the intonation nucleus and thus acquire the 
marked polarity interpretation: 
 (13d)      <-----------Int nucl----- 
  [NP Tom] [Infl CAN ] [VP read that newspaper] 
Again, the same explanation is available: lexical verbs are never in Infl and so 
cannot be associated with an intonation nucleus shifted to this position.  
Thus the observation that in English lexical verbs cannot appear in Infl gives 
us a unified explanation of why such verbs are excluded from the four marked 
contexts: each crucially involves Infl.  
What this explanation does not tell us is why Infl must be involved in all these 
structures. To take the most obvious example, it is anything but clear why the 
negation of a verb should not be possible without the presence of a verb in 
Infl. In other words, even though crosslinguistically the standard realisation of 
negation involves a negative element (adverb) and Infl, it is not clear why in 
English, which is already exceptional as regards its finite verb syntax, a 
structure such as the following should not be grammatical: 
 (14a) *Tom not reads that newspaper 
 (14a') [NP Tom] [Infl  ] [not] [VP reads that newspaper] 
If English already has a movement called Affix hopping, whose effect is to 
lower the inflectional affix from Infl to VP (where it is realised on the lexical 
verb), it is not at all clear why this movement cannot apply in (14a). And yet it 
certainly seems to be the case that there is some connection between the 
presence of the negation and the impossibility of realising inflectional features 
on the verb in VP; significantly a string of elements similar to that in (14a) is 
possible in certain (subordinate) clauses. Interestingly these structures are 
characterised by a general absence of verbal inflection (whether for 
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agreement or tense): 
 (14b) [It is absolutely essential that] Tom not read that article 
 (14c) [It is absolutely essential that] Tom read that article 
In each case we are concerned with the subordinate clause (the string outside 
the square brackets); these clauses are often referred to as `subjunctive' (the 
rationale for this is that corresponding clauses in Romance languages would 
have a verb with an overt mood inflection known as `subjonctif' or 
`congiuntivo'). What we observe, then, in (14b) is that negation is allowed 
without a support verb in cases where there would be no inflection in any case 
(as witnessed by (14c)). In other words, the existence of cases such as (14b), 
rather than suggesting that it would be possible for English to construct 
negative clauses without do-support, tends to suggest the opposite: it is only 
when verbal inflection is absent that the configuration negation + lexical verb 
is possible (in cases where no auxiliary is present to assume finite features).  
The questions we have raised would seem to be the crucial ones: in English 
there is a near total separation between finiteness features and lexical verbs, 
and at the same time a close connection between certain marked structures 
and the finite position (Infl), which has to be overtly realised in these cases. 
Both these are facts in need of an explanation and which, at least as a first 
hypothesis, appear to call for a common explanation.  
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